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Gyroscopic destabilisation of molecular rotation and quantum bifurcation1

observed in the structure of the ν23 fundamental of dimethylsulfoxyde (DMSO)2
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Following the first successful high-resolution study of the “perpendicular” band of dimethylsulfoxyde
(DMSO) at 324 cm−1, associated with the ν23 bending vibration, we discovered a sequence of four-
fold degenerate clusters of rotational levels at high angular momenta J > 40. This unusual system
of localized states corresponds to classical rotations about a pair of “tilted” axes, which become
stationary at high J , after the principal axis of inertia A loses stability and bifurcates for J ≈ 27.

PACS numbers: 05.45.-a, 33.20.Vq, 45.20.dc9

FIG. 1. Wolfgang Pauli and Niels Bohr watching a tippe top at
the opening of the Institute of Physics, University of Lund,
Sweden on May 31 1951. Photograph by Erik Gustafson,
courtesy AIP Emilio Segrè Visual Archives, Margrethe Bohr
Collection (http://photos.aip.org)

Many of us have enjoyed the spectacle of a spinning10

top influenced by friction: rotating rapidly about a sta-11

ble stationary axis, the top loses slowly its angular mo-12

mentum j (and energy), slows down gradually, and then,13

suddenly—its axis becomes unstable, the top wobbles,14

and an abrupt change of the top’s position follows. In15

other words, the system undergoes a bifurcation. A stan-16

dard Lagrange top with friction simply falls down, a tippe17

top, like the one played with by Bohr and Pauli in Fig. 1,18

turns upside down and continues to rotate.19

In the case of the tippe top, rotation about its lower20

point is stable at low values of angular momentum j and21

becomes unstable at large j. Something quite similar22

occurs in our system, a freely rotating DMSO molecule23

(fig. 2). In its ground vibrational state |0〉, the ν11 fun-24

damental excited state [1], and, generally, for low j, this25

molecule is qualitatively similar to a rigid oblate asym-26

metric Euler top. Specifically, its set of stationary rota-27

tion axes consists of three principal axes of inertia [2],28
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FIG. 2. Equilibrium configuration of (CH3)2SO (DMSO) [1];
the three principal axes of inertia cross at the center of mass,
axes B and C (vertical) lie in the the symmetry plane.

stable axes A and C, and unstable B, with inertia mo-29

ments IA < IB � IC . We have found that the situation30

changes in the excited vibrational fundamental state ν2331

at large j, when axis A loses stability and two new stable32

stationary rotation axes, which we call X, emerge in the33

plane AB at a certain tilt angle to A.34

Phenomena of this kind occur due to the nonrigidity35

of molecular tops; their quantum manifestations, and the36

underlying classical dynamics were well understood by37

the mid-80’s [3, 4] within the general concept of molecular38

quantum bifurcations [5–7], and were studied recently in39

relation to BEC [6] and quantum entanglement [8]. In40

our particular case, the asymmetric ν23 bending vibration41

“softens” the C2SO frame, induces specific deformations42

of its averaged geometry, and amplifies specific dynamical43

responses to the centrifugal forces. These forces cause the44

bifurcation at reasonable j if the rotational constants [2]45

of the molecule are “accidentally” close to an exceptional,46

more symmetric configuration. This is why only a small47
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number of “molecular tippe tops” have been discovered,48

notably the somewhat exotic H2Se and H2Te molecules49

[9–11]. Their almost 90◦ bond angle makes them nearly50

symmetric tops, and in their ground vibrational state,51

they exhibit a bifurcation, which is very similar to the52

one we report here for the ν23 state of DMSO.53

The Hamiltonian Ĥrot(J) describing the rotational54

level structure of an isolated vibrational state is typi-55

cally Taylor expanded in even powers of the body-fixed56

[2] components of the angular momentum vector opera-57

tor J = (Ja, Jb, Jc) [12]. The series begins with the rigid58

rotor term59

Ĥ0
rot(J) = AJ2

a + BJ2
b + CJ2

c ,

is symmetric under the momentum reversal J → −J,60

and is invariant under the rotations by π about any of61

the axes (Ja, Jb, Jc) [13]. The classical equivalent of Ĥrot62

is a similar series Hrot(j) with j = (ja, jb, jc), whose63

H0
rot(j) term describes the reduced motion of an Euler64

top. Scaling quantum angular momenta by ~, we have65

‖J‖ =
√

J(J + 1) with quantum number J = 0, 1, 2, . . ..66

Then the length j of j equals ~‖J‖, and consequently, the67

classical limit of ~→ 0 corresponds to J →∞.68

Contrary to the tippe top toy and other such dissipa-69

tive systems—the amplitude j (and the laboratory frame70

orientation) of the angular momentum j are conserved.71

The set of points representing all instantaneous body-72

fixed orientations of the classical rotation axis and two73

possible directions of rotation for a given j is an S2
j which74

embeds in R3
(ja,jb,jc)

as a 2-sphere of radius j. This space75

is a phase space of the classical one-degree-of-freedom76

dynamical system that has Hamiltonian Hrot and can be77

qualified as a nonrigid reduced Euler top system, whose78

equilibria correspond to the stationary rotation axes.79

Fixing angular momentum, we can visualize the func-80

tion Hrot : S2
j → R as a closed surface in R3 [3, 6, 14]81

using spherical angles (θ, ϕ) to define the axis and the di-82

rection of rotation, and using the distance from the origin83

to give the value of Hrot. The surface inherits the sym-84

metries of Hrot [13], and in particular, it is j-inversion85

invariant, so that any axis is represented by two equiva-86

lent opposite points corresponding to two rotation direc-87

tions about this axis. For DMSO, as illustrated in Fig. 3,88

such surface has a deep minimum on axis C (north and89

south poles) and small height variations in the equato-90

rial region, i.e., for C-projections |jc| � j. In the ground91

vibrational state |0〉, we see two A maxima and two B92

saddles. This means that, as for a rigid oblate asymmet-93

ric Euler top (a “pumpkin”), rotations about A and C94

are stable and have, respectively, maximal and minimal95

energies for a given J , while rotation about B is unstable.96

In the fundamental excited vibrational state ν23 (see97

Fig. 3, top), the equatorial region is qualitatively different98

for J = 50. Here both principal axes A and B are unsta-99

ble, while near A we see a pair of new equivalent maxima100

J = 50
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FIG. 3. Classical rotational energy of DMSO in the ν23 vi-
brational excited state (top) and the ground state (bottom)
with angular momentum J = 50 shown in slightly rotated
coordinates (Ja, Jb, Jc) of Fig. 2. To the same fixed additive
constant and scale in both plots, the energy is given by the ra-
dial distance from the origin as function of the position of the
instantaneous axis of rotation. Equidistant constant energy
sets are stripe painted to emphasize the shape of the surfaces.

X. These maxima emerged from A at some Jcrit < 50 af-101

ter a pitchfork bifurcation. They correspond to a pair of102

new stationary rotation axes that lie in the plane AB103

at some angle to axis A. So in order to parallel the104

amusement of the two men in Fig. 1, imagine the fol-105

lowing. Suppose that for a sufficiently small J , when A106

is still stable, the molecule is found spinning about A107

with small precession. Then—if we had the liberty to108

increase J smoothly up to 50, we would have seen, af-109

ter some critical 1 � Jcrit < 50, the axis of this nearly110

stationary rotation tilting away from A in the plane AB.111

In reality, we uncover axes X due to their specific “sig-112

nature” in the rotational energy level structure [3]: while113

stable principal axes A and C correspond to sequences of114

nearly degenerate A and C-type level doublets, a com-115

mon feature of any asymmetric top J-multiplet [15], the116

pair of X axes manifests itself in the formation of quadru-117

ples, or 4-clusters. It follows that one should either ob-118

serve such quadruples directly in the spectroscopic ex-119

periment, or at least accumulate sufficient data to make120

sure that the Hamiltonian Hrot predicting their existence121

is sufficiently stable, and the prediction is not an artifact122
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FIG. 4. A characteristic PQ sub-branch of transitions to C-
type levels with K′

c=8 of the ν23 ← 0 band of DMSO; all
assignments are confirmed by combination differences

of extrapolating a power series too far. In the present123

study, we achieved both objectives.124

DMSO, a relatively common organosulphur com-125

pound, was long known for being a near symmetric top126

[16, 17] and was used to discuss K-doubling and Wat-127

son’s S-reduction [16]. Its low vapor pressure made con-128

ventional far infra-red (FIR) sources ineffective for high-129

resolution spectroscopic studies, and the information on130

the rotational structure of the bending vibrational states131

of DMSO remained inaccessible up until most recently132

[1]. The exceptional properties of the FIR synchrotron133

radiation sources [19], specifically those of the AILES134

beamline of SOLEIL that became operational at the end135

of 2008, made this study possible.136

The ν23 and ν11 spectral absorption bands of the gas137

phase DMSO were recorded at room temperature and138

0.0015 cm−1 resolution using the IFS 125 FTIR spec-139

trometer connected to a multipass cell with a 150 m op-140

tical path. The simpler ν11 band was analyzed success-141

fully in Ref. 1. The key to the ν23 band was in the se-142

ries of fairly regular P,RQ sub-branches with ∆Kc = ±1143

situated off the unresolved main Q branch (see Fig. 4).144

After finding and combining the reciprocal P QKc(J) and145

RQKc−2(J) lines so that their frequency differences of or-146

der 4–6 cm−1 reproduce to at least 10−3 cm−1 the lower147

state splittings known very accurately from Ref. 20, a148

computer aided assignment procedure based on a system-149

atic search of all combination frequencies became possi-150

ble. The Hamiltonian Hrot(J) in Watson’s S-form, which151

is most adequate for a nearly symmetric top, was devel-152

oped to terms of combined degree 8 in the components153

of J. As the assignment progressed, its parameters were154

adjusted using the programs by Pickett [21]. About 7500155

transitions ν23 ← 0 with angular momenta between 4156

and 60, including more than 400 transitions to levels of157

type A and X, were assigned in the 300–350 cm−1 spec-158

tral range and reproduced to 5 × 10−4 cm−1 (15 MHz),159

which is, essentially, the experimental accuracy.160

Figure 5 presents the rotational energy-momentum161

spectrum of ν23 given by Ĥrot and the classical interpre-162

tation of this spectrum, notably the energies of classical163

rotation about axes A, B, C, and X, obtained from Hrot164

(cf the surface in Fig. 3, top). Because rotational con-165

stants A and B are very close, most of the states (up166

to 85%) are of type C. They are described primarily by167

the diagonal part of Ĥrot, a series in J and K := Jc.168

In order to determine unambiguously the parameters of169

the S-form tensorial terms J2n
+ + J2n

− , we made a special170

effort to observe practically all A states. So no part of171

the energy-momentum spectrum in Fig. 5 is a result of a172

mere extrapolation unsupported by direct observations.173

The low-J structure of ν23 resembles that of a rigid174

oblate asymmetric top: sequences of C and A-type dou-175

blets of rotational levels ascend and descend from the re-176

spective minimum and maximum energies of J-multiplets177

towards the transition region B. When J reaches ≈30,178

the J4
± term becomes dominant at low Kc, and a classi-179

cal pitchfork bifurcation takes place at A (see the branch180

point of the A and X lines in Fig. 5) creating a pair of new181

stationary rotation axes X. For larger J , rotation about182

X requires the maximal energy. Quantum states of type183

X, i.e., states with a new unusual localization pattern, lie184

in the energy-momentum domain between the energies of185

X and A. We see them being formed out of two neigh-186

boring sequences of A-type doublets crossing into the X-187

domain and merging into quadruples. Even though these188

quadruple states do not give rise to any prominent spec-189

troscopic transitions, we actually observed most of them190

in about 20 out of the 7500 assigned transitions.191

It is always a matter of considerable satisfaction to par-192

ticipate in a fresh important development in a field where193

such advancement seemed unlikely just a few years ago.194

The FIR synchrotron radiation made accessible a great195

number of complex molecular systems. The interesting196

dynamics that we have uncovered in one of these sys-197

tems, and the way this dynamics was observed have many198

analogs in different areas of modern nonlinear physics.199
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FIG. 5. Rotational structure of the fundamental excited state ν23 of DMSO (left): observed and predicted levels are indicated
by short and long dashes, respectively. Solid lines (gray for the ν11 multiplet) give energies of classical stationary rotations.
The zoomed part (right) shows ν23 levels of type A, X (see encircled 2 and 4-clusters), and C and ν11 levels of type C. Average
ν23 multiplet energy is subtracted in the left plot, and the energy of rotation about axis B is subtracted in the right plot.
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